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Introduction In this study, we consider a hierarchy of special morae in Japanese especially focusing 

on loanword compound truncation. In Japanese (Tokyo dialect), there are two claims about a hierarchy 

of special morae, which are a long vowels (R), diphthongs (J), geminate consonants (Q) and moraic 

nasals (N). The first claim focuses on the difference in independence of the special morae, and the 

hierarchy is indicated as ‘J > R > N > Q’ (Vance 1987; Kubozono 1992; Tanaka 2008). The other 

claim focuses on the degree of stability of the special morae, and the hierarchy is indicated as ‘N > J 

> R > Q’ (Nasu 2009). The current study provides evidence for the latter hierarchy through the analysis 

of loanword compound truncations.  
 
Data and Analysis We analyzed the Loanword Compound Truncation Database (Moon 2018), 

which has a total of 1,101 words. In Japanese, loanword compounds are often truncated as quad-

rimoraic patterns by clipping the initial two morae from each element of the baseword (e.g., dezitaru 

+ kamera → dezikame ‘digital camera’) (Itô 1990, Kubozono 2002, etc). However, according to the 

results of the database analysis, in the case of a first element with a special mora, the truncated form 

can be not only a quadrimoraic pattern but also a trimoraic pattern. Table 1 shows the results of the 

analysis. 
 
 Total 4 moraic  3 moraic  

N 144 100% konmasu ‘concert master’ 0%  

J 82 89.0% aimasu ‘Idol master’ 4.9% 
manpa ‘Mountain Parka’ 

ranobe ‘light novel’ 

R 123 63.4% waahori ‘working holiday’ 10.6% 
patori ‘part leader’ 

meado ‘mail address’ 

Q 26 42.3% nikkado ‘nikel cadmium’ 34.6% 
netoge ‘net game’ 

nekafe ‘net cafe’ 

Table 1. The patterns of compound loanwords with special mora in the first element 
 

Since the quadrimoraic pattern (4 moraic) shown in Table 1 is truncated by clipping the initial two 

morae from each element of the baseword, the output form always includes the special mora (e.g., 

konsaato masutaa → konmasu). On the other hand, the trimoraic pattern (3 moraic) in Table 1 has two 

types, namely ‘1 mora from the first element + 2 morae from the second element’ (e.g., raito noberu 

→ ranobe) and ‘2 morae from the first element + 1 mora from the second element’ (e.g., netto geemu 

→ netoge). These trimoraic patterns are characterized by not including the special mora in the second 

part of the first or the second element.  
 

Results and Discussion As shown in Table 1, when a moraic nasal (N) is contained in the first 

element of the compound, the compound is truncated as a quadrimoraic pattern without exception (e.g., 

konsaato masutaa → konmasu). In the case of a diphthong (J), 89% is truncated as quadrimoraic pat-

terns (e.g., aidoru masutaa → aimasu). On the other hand, only 63.4% of the long vowel (R) (e.g., 

waakingu horidee → waahori) and 42.3% of the geminate consonant (Q) (e.g., nikkeru kadomiumu → 

nikkado) are truncated as quadrimoraic patterns. The rate of occurrence of the quadrimoraic patterns 

at each special mora is consistent with the order of the hierarchy ‘N > J > R > Q’. Furthermore, the 

trimoraic pattern occurrence rate is low in the order of ‘N > J > R > Q’ as seen in Table 1. The current 

study claims that the more unstable the special mora, the more unlikely it is to be contained in output 

forms. 
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